Small fitness effect of mutations in highly conserved non-coding regions.
Comparison of human and mouse genomes has revealed that many non-coding regions have levels of sequence conservation similar to protein-coding genes. These regions have attracted a lot of attention as potentially functional genomic sequences. However, little is known about the effect mutations in these conserved non-coding regions have on fitness and how many of them are present in the human genome as deleterious polymorphisms. To gain insight into the selective constraints imposed on conserved non-coding and protein-coding regions, we compared substitution rates in primate and rodent lineages and analyzed the density and allele frequencies of human polymorphism. Genomic regions conserved between primate and rodent groups show higher relative conservation within rodents than within primates. Thus, our analysis indicates a genome-wide relaxation of selective constraint in the primate lineage, which most likely resulted from a smaller effective population size. We found that this relaxation is much more profound in conserved non-coding regions than in protein-coding regions, and that mutations at a large proportion of sites in conserved non-coding regions are associated with very small fitness effect. Data on human polymorphism are also consistent with very weak selection in conserved non-coding regions. This staggering enrichment in sites at the borderline of neutrality can be explained by assuming an important role for synergistic epistasis in the evolution of non-coding regions. Our results suggest that most individual mutations in conserved non-coding regions are only slightly deleterious but are numerous and may have a significant cumulative impact on fitness.